
Corrigé sujet d’anglais 
 
PART ONE   (14 pts) 
 

A) Reading comprehension (07 pts) 

Activity One   (03 pts) 

Read the following statements and write « True”, “False” or “not mentioned”. 

1) All the children had to go to school a century ago. False 

2) It was hard for some parents to look after their children. True 

3) Parents who sent their children to work had problem. Not mentioned. 

Activity Two : (02 pts) 

Answer the following questions 

1) Did people feel concerned about children’s work? / Yes, they did. 

2) Were their actions against children’s work unsuccessful? No, they weren’t 

Activity Three  (02 pts) 

Find in the text words or phrases that are closest in meaning to the following: 

a) Were obliged = forced   b) the majority = Most 
b) Not permitted = not allowed  d) relax = rest 

B) Mastery of language 

Activity One   (02 pts) 

Supply the punctuation and the capital letters where necessary 

all children should have the right to education they should also have the right to free medical care 

� All children should have the right to education. They should also have the right to free medical care. 
Activity Two :  (03 pts) 

Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 

Years ago, children (to not have to) go to school. Now, there’s a law: children must (to stay) at school till 
the age of sixteen. So, if some parents (to not respect) the law, they will be in trouble. 

� Years ago, children didn’t have to go to school. Now, there’s a law: children must stay at school till 
the age of sixteen. So, if some parents don’t respect the law, they will be in trouble. 

Activity Three  (02 pts) 

Find in the text four words that have the following sounds 

/ ei / (say) / ai / ( right) 
1- day 
2- made 

1- kind 
2- minds 

PART TWO   (06 pts) 
Written Expression 
A lot of children, in the world, do not go to school because they have to work to help their parents. You 
feel concerned about this problem 
Write an article  for your school magazine about children’s rights. 
These hints can help you: 

- Children’s protection (education / health / food … ) 
- Children’s leisure ( games / sports … ) 
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